Section 3: Understanding Your Shop Drawings

Reading Shop Drawing Abbreviations
60" O.A. stands for the overall dimension from the back wall to the front face of
UIFQJMBTUFST8IFOUIFPWFSBMMJTTIPXOBTZPVSQBOFMXJMMCFMPOH5P
achieve your 60" overall you will set the gap at the back wall to 1" and the gap at the
pilaster to panel connection to 1/2" add in the 1" thick pilaster you get 60" overall.
39" H.R. as shown on the IC-1 stall stands for head rail. This is supplied for our ﬂoor
mounted over head braced system only. All of the head rail will be oversized by the
factory 2" to allow for any variance that may occur in the ﬁeld. The installer must
ﬁeld trim to proper size.
110" CRSSBRCBTTIPXOPOUIF#8TIBMMTUBOETGPS$SPTTCSBDF5IJTJTTVQQMJFE
for our ceiling hung system only. All of the cross brace will be oversized by the
factory 2" to allow for any variance that may occur in the ﬁeld. The installer must
ﬁeld trim to proper size.
Understanding Shop Drawing Dimensions
Stall Widths 8IFOTIPXOJOBOBQQMJDBUJPOXJUIPOFXBMMBOEPOFQBOFMUIF
dimension is from the face of the wall to the center of the 1" thick panel, thus giving
ZPVPOUIFJOTJEFPGUIFTUBMM8IFOVTFECFUXFFOUXPQBOFMTUIFEJNJT
from the center line of panel to center line of panel which would leave you 35" inside
the stall.
Pilaster Splits 8IFOBQJMBTUFSTQMJUJTTIPXOJUJTUIFEJTUBODFUIFQBOFMJTTQBDFE
POUIFQJMBTUFSGSPNTJEFUPTJEF8IFOTIPXOBTBTQMJUPOBQJMBTUFSUIF
panel will be dead center on the pilaster. Because it is 6" to center of the 1" thick
panel from the edge of the pilaster you will have only 5 1/2" of the pilaster showing
on the inside of the stalls.
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Section 4: General Layout Information
Step 1. Center Line Dimensions
To locate the centerline of the pilasters, measure from the back wall out to the overall
dimension of the stall depth on your shop drawings (in EXP. A 60") then subtract
1/2" (in EXP. A 59 1/2" C/L.). Draw a line at this mark parallel to the back wall and a
mark up the side wall 70", this will give you the center line of your shoes & bracket
connections.
Step 2. Side Wall Brackets
At the 70" line you will have now drawn up the side wall(s), measure from the ﬂoor
up 14 1/2" for continuous brackets (14 1/2" is to the bottom of the bracket), or if
you are using stirrup brackets measure up from the ﬂoor 17" for the ﬁrst bracket,
42" for the second bracket, and 66" for the third bracket, these are for the center of
the brackets, not the bottoms. Once you have your locations, hold the brackets to
the wall and mark the spots of the pre-drilled holes on the brackets to the wall. Drill
a 5/16" hole and insert a plastic anchor at all of the marks, replace the bracket and
secure it to the wall with the 1 1/2" torx head screws. (See EXP. B next page)
Step 3. Back Wall Brackets
Using your shop drawings get the stall width dimensions and measure across the
back wall to get the center lines of your brackets (in EXP. A it would be 36"). Measure
up the wall your 70" line and mark your bracket locations and mount them.
Please Note: An optional metal strip may be attached to the edge of the panels
and doors. This must be installed on the bottom.
Note: All dimensions are for illustration purposes only. See your drawings for actual
dimensions.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 4: Pilaster to Floor Attachment
Locate the centerline of the front pilasters. Measure from the back wall to the front
of the pilasters. This dimension is the “Over All” dimension, noted on the shop
drawings as (O.A.). Subtract 1/2" from this dimension and draw a line on the ﬂoor
parallel from the back wall.
Leaving the indicated space (per the drawings) between the wall and the edge
of the pilaster. Hold the pilaster in place as noted on the drawings and mark the
ﬂoor around the bottom of the pilaster. This mark will indicate the location of the
ﬁrst shoe. Set shoe on mark and mark the shoe hole locations. Remove shoe. Drill
5/16" holes and insert the plastic anchors. Replace the shoe and secure with the
(1/4" washer if needed) 1 1/2" torx screws. Continue to follow the drawings for the
location of the remaining shoes.

Fasteners (3" to 24")
Qty Item #
Description
2
A HF15THS
1 1/2" Torx Head Screw
2
B HFPA
Plastic Anchor
1
C HF843SBM
10/24 x .830" Male Sex Bolt
1
D HF718SBF
10/24 x .830" Female Sex Bolt

&)''84'MBU4U4U8BTIFS
*1
HF75THS
3/4" Torx Head Screw
*Fastener used for headrail. See headrail instructions.
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Section 4: Floor & Ceiling Attachment for Floor to Ceiling
Locate the centerline of the front pilasters. Measure from the back wall to the front
of the pilasters. This dimension is the “Over All” dimension, noted on the shop
drawings as (O.A.). Subtract 1/2" from this dimension and draw a line on the ﬂoor/
ceiling parallel from the back wall.
Hold the pilaster in place as noted on the drawings, and place the st/st angle behind
the pilaster. (Note: 4" to 9" pilasters receive 1 angle which is centered on the pilaster,
10" to 24" pilasters receive two brackets which must be placed approximately 1"
from the sides). Keeping the st/st angle in place remove the pilaster and fasten to
the ceiling using the 1 1/2" screws. Now slide the sleeve onto the top of the pilaster
with the lip of the sleeve on the bottom backside of the pilaster (do not fasten at this
time). Drill two 1/4" holes into the angle. Drill a 5/32" pilot hole 1/2" into the pilaster
and secure with 3/4" torx screw. Slide the sleeve back up to the ceiling and drill at
5/32" pilot hole 1/2" into the pilaster and secure with a 3/4" torx screw.

Fasteners (4" to 9")
Qty Item #
2
A HF15THS
2
B HFPA
3
C HF75THS
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Description
1 1/2" Torx Head Screw
Plastic Anchor
3/4" Torx Head Screw

Fasteners (10" to 24")
Qty Item #
4
A HF15THS
4
B HFPA
5
C HF75THS

Description
1 1/2" Torx Head Screw
Plastic Anchor
3/4" Torx Head Screw

Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 4: Ceiling Attachment for Ceiling Hung
t8IFOJOTUBMMJOHDFJMJOHIVOHQBSUJUJPOTLFFQJONJOEUIBUFWFSZUIJOHNVTUCF
tightened completely and correctly.
t-PDBUFTUSVDUVSBMTUFFMJOUIFDFJMJOH  DBOOPUCFXPPE NBTPOSZ PSESPQDFJMJOH 
this is what you will be attaching the pilasters to.
Install the Mounting Hardware to the Pilasters as Shown
1. The barstock is to be connected to the pilasters prior to mounting. To mount the
barstock to the pilaster, use the 2 1/2" bolts and mounting dowels. Push the dowels
into the holes drilled through the face of the pilaster. Using a ﬂat head screwdriver,
turn the dowel until the groove is pointing straight up and down. Make sure that
the dowel is centered in the pilaster. Place the 2 1/2" bolts in through the top of the
pilaster and tighten it down, fastening the barstock to the pilaster.
2. Mount the threaded rod into the structural steel in the ceiling. Attach the threaded
rod to the structural steel using 5/8" nuts, 7/8" ﬂat washer, lock washer. Place the
rod so that it is below the ﬁnished ceiling by 2 1/4"–2 3/4". Tighten the connections
at the steel, and proceed.
3. Once the barstock is mounted to the pilaster, you are ready to attach the pilaster
to the threaded rod. Raise the pilaster to the threaded rod. Attach the threaded rod
to the barstock using the 5/8" nuts, 7/8" ﬂat washer, and the lock washer. Do not
DPNQMFUFMZUJHIUFOUIFIBSEXBSFVOUJMZPVIBWFNBEFZPVSmOBMBEKVTUNFOUT
0ODFUIFQJMBTUFSJTNPVOUFE ZPVDBONBLFZPVSmOBMBEKVTUNFOUT.BLFTVSFUIBU
UIFQJMBTUFSJTMFWFMBOEQMVNCCFGPSFUJHIUFOJOHBMMPGUIFOVUT:PVDBOBEKVTUGPS
level and plumb using the connections to the threaded rod and barstock.
0ODFBMMBEKVTUNFOUTIBWFCFFONBEFZPVDBOTMJEFUIFTMFFWFVQUPUIFmOJTIFE
ceiling. Fasten the sleeve using the sex-bolt provided.

Item #
")''84
#)'-84
C HFHNS
D HFHHCS250
()'+$
E HF75THS
F HF65TRS
H HF175THS
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Description
'MBU45458BTIFS
4545-PDL8BTIFS
3/8" ST/ST Hex Nut
3/8" 16 x 2 1/2” Zinc Plated
Hex Head Cap Screw
Y+PJOU$POOFDUPS
Nut (Dowel)
3/4" Torx Head Screw
6 1/2" Threaded Rod
1 3/4" Torx Head Screw
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Section 5: Stirrup Brackets
Step 4. Pilaster to Floor Connections
See “Pilaster to ﬂoor attachment” sheet that is supplied separately.
Note: if you are installing Floor to Ceiling mounted partitions also see the “Ceiling
attachment for ﬂoor to ceiling” sheet at this time.
Step 5. Pilaster/Panel to Wall Connection
Set the ﬁrst pilaster in the wall bracket and shoe that were installed in the previous
steps. Making sure the pilaster is level and plumb (if not use the leveling bolt in the
bottom of the pilaster), drill 1/4" holes through the pilaster using the pre-drilled
holes in the brackets as a guide and secure using torx head sex bolts. (See EXP. B)
Please Note: An optional metal strip may be attached to the edge of the panels
and doors. This must be installed on the bottom.
Set your ﬁrst panel into position at the back wall bracket. (Use the 14" high spacer
block to stabilize the panel). Set the panel 1" from the back wall, making sure the
panel is level and plumb drill 1/4" holes through the panel using the pre-drilled holes
in the bracket as a guide, and secure the panel and bracket using the torx head sex
bolts.
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Section 5: Stirrup Brackets
Step 6. Pilaster to Panel Connection
Please Note: An optional metal strip may be attached to the edge of the panels
and doors. This must be installed on the bottom.
Take the second pilaster and lay it on a ﬂat surface, measure from the side toward
the middle of the pilaster using the pilaster split called out on your shop drawings
(in EXP. C for the 12" pilaster the split is called out at 6/6 split this is typ. for this
drawing only). Mark a line at this position, this is your pilaster center line, now
place your bracket on the pilaster, center the bracket over the pilaster center line
and fasten your bracket to the pilaster.
Place the pilaster with bracket in the second shoe and make sure it is level and
plumb, checking the gap between the pilaster and the panel edge (1/2" gap STD).
Drill 1/4" holes through the panel using the pre-drilled holes in the bracket as a
guide and secure pilaster to panel with torx head sex bolts (with the panel mounted
you should have 5 1/2" from the edge of the pilaster to the face of the panel).
Repeat these steps for the rest of your pilasters.
Clean Look: (If noted on shop drawings) To install the stirrup bracket using the
“clean look” drill a 5/32" pilot hole 1/2" deep, secure with a 3/4" torx screw.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 5: Continuous Brackets
Step 4. Pilaster to Floor Connection
See “Pilaster to ﬂoor attachment” sheet that is supplied separately.
Note: If you are installing Floor to Ceiling mounted partitions also see the “Ceiling
attachment for ﬂoor to ceiling” sheet at this time.
Step 5. Pilaster/Panel to Wall Connection
Set the ﬁrst pilaster in the wall bracket and shoe that were installed in the previous
steps. Making sure the pilaster is level and plumb (if not use the leveling bolt in the
bottom of the pilaster), drill 1/4" holes through the pilaster using the pre-drilled
holes in the brackets as a guide and secure using torx head sex bolts. (See EXP. B)
Please Note: An optional metal strip may be attached to the edge of the panels
and doors. This must be installed on the bottom.
Set your ﬁrst panel into position at the back wall bracket. (Use the 14" high spacer
block to stabilize the panel). Set the panel 1" from the back wall, making sure the
panel is level and plumb drill 1/4" holes through the panel using the pre-drilled holes
in the bracket as a guide, and secure the panel and bracket using the torx head sex
bolts.

$0/5*/6064#3"$,&54)08/
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Section 5: Continuous Brackets Continued
Step 6. Pilaster to Panel Connection
Please Note: An optional metal strip may be attached to the edge of the panels
and doors. This must be installed on the bottom.
Take the second pilaster and lay it on a ﬂat surface, measure from the side toward
the middle of the pilaster using the pilaster split called out on your shop drawings
(in EXP. C for the 12" pilaster the split is called out at 6/6 split, this is typical for this
drawing only). Mark a line at this position, this is your pilaster center line, now
place your bracket on the pilaster, center the bracket over the pilaster center line
and fasten your bracket to the pilaster. Drill a 5/32" pilot hole 1/2" deep, secure
with a 3/4" torx screw.
Place the pilaster with bracket in the second shoe and make sure it is level and
plumb, checking the gap between the pilaster and the panel edge (1/2" gap STD).
Drill 1/4" holes through the panel using the pre-drilled holes in the bracket as a
guide and secure pilaster to panel with torx head sex bolts (with the panel mounted
you should have 5 1/2" from the edge of the pilaster to the face of the panel).
Repeat these steps for the rest of your pilasters.
Clean Look: (If noted on shop drawings)
Plastic brackets receive 3/4" torx screws
instead of sex bolts.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 6: Headrail Attachment
Step 1. Cutting Headrail to Size
(Note all headrail shown on your shop drawings is cut by the factory 2" over sized to
allow for any variances in the ﬁeld). Measure the distance that the headrail needs to
run for the location you are working on, ﬁnd the piece of headrail that is shown on
your shop drawings for this location and trim it to size.
Step 2. Headrail Bracket to Wall Connection
Place the headrail bracket on the end of the headrail and drill a 1/4" hole through
the headrail and secure with a torx head sex bolt. Place the headrail on top of the
pilasters (do not attach). Starting at the wall pilaster, slide the headrail against the
wall and mark the pre-drilled holes in the bracket onto the wall. Remove the headrail
and drill 5/16" holes and insert the plastic anchors. Replace the headrail & bracket
and secure it to the wall using 1 1/2" torx head screws.
Step 3. Headrail to Pilaster Connection
On the back side of the pilaster drill a 1/4" hole centered on the pilaster through the
IFBESBJM0/-:5IFOUISPVHIUIFIPMFKVTUESJMMFEJOUIFIFBESBJMESJMMBQJMPU
hole 1/2" deep into the pilaster, secure the headrail to the pilaster using a 3/4" torx
head screw.
Attention: If shower hooks are used they must be
placed in the headrail before the headrail is fastened
to the pilasters.

Scranton Products
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Section 6: Headrail Attachment for Alcove Situations
Step 1. Cutting Headrail to Size (two different ways, choose one)
(Fig. A) Measure across the front of the alcove from wall to wall, and trim headrail
“A” to this length.
(Fig. B) Measure from wall to pilaster & cut headrail into two pieces.
Step 2. Notching the Headrail
Take headrail “A” and place it above the pilaster and across the turned pilaster and
mark the location where it meets the turned pilaster. Next cut a notch in headrail
“A” at the mark where the turned pilaster meets (See alcove dwg). Replace the
headrail and secure to the wall using headrail brackets, then using a 1 1/2" torx
head screw fasten headrail “A” to turned pilaster through top of the headrail.
Step 3. Return Headrail
Measure from the back side of the headrail “A” to the back wall and cut headrail
“B” to this length. Install headrail bracket at the back wall, then insert headrail “B”
into headrail bracket and on top of the turned pilaster and secure.
Attention: If shower hooks are used they must
be placed in the headrail before the headrail is
fastened to the pilasters.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 8: 76" Stiffener Installation
The 76" Stiffener is used to provide added support to the pilaster for spans greater
than 30" on the strike side of a pilaster, or 10" spans or greater for HC doors.
Locations will be shown on shop drawings.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 9: Hinge Installation (54" Continuous Aluminum Hinge)
8" Hinge
Please see separate sheet that is included with your 8" hinge packages for installation
and ﬁeld setting.
54" Aluminum Hinge
The standard 54" aluminum hinge is surface mounted and fastened with 3/4" torx
head screws. Each hinge has removable covers that are applied after mounting and
set with a setscrew. To mount measure up 14 1/2" from the ﬂoor on the pilaster and
mark, this is where the bottom of the hinge will be located (See EXP. A for setting the
gap between door and pilaster) when proper gap is set, put a mark on the pilaster
using the top pre-drilled hole in the hinge as a guide. Remove hinge and drill a 5/32"
pilot hole 1/2" deep at the mark, replace hinge and fasten with a 3/4" torx head
screw, repeat for rest of holes.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 9: Hinge Installation (54 1/2" Continuous st/st Helix Hinge)
ST/ST Hinge
The ST/ST 54 1/2" hinge is surface mounted and fastened with 3/4" torx head
screws. The hinges are set for either 15° opening or set to close. Doors 30" or over
require the doors set to closed position, so whether they are in-swing or out-swing
doors the hinge set to close must be used. To mount, measure up from the bottom
of the pilaster 14 1/2" and mark; this will be the location of the bottom of the hinge
(See EXP. A). Measure in from the edge of the pilaster toward the center 1 7/16" and
make a mark parallel with the pilaster edge, place your hinge against the pilaster on
these two marks and mark the pre-drilled hole locations from the hinge onto the
pilaster. Remove the hinge and drill a 5/32" hole 1/2" deep into the pilaster on the
mark. Replace the hinge and secure with a 3/4" torx head screw. Pilot drill the rest
of the holes on the pilaster side of the hinge and secure. Set your door 14" above
the ﬁnished ﬂoor, with a 1/8" gap between the door and pilaster, secure hinge to
door in same fashion as above.

8IFOIJOHFTBSFJOTUBMMFE 
the hinge will have a 1/4"
offset when in the rest
position. This allows for the
door to lift when opened,
allowing gravity to return
the door to the set position.
Note: Hinges are provided
for H/C stalls to return to
the closed position. Standard
in-swing stalls are supplied
to return to 15 degrees
open. Hinges are not ﬁeld
BEKVTUBCMF
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Section 10: Coat Hook & Bumper Installation
INSWING DOORS: The coat hook is installed on the inside of the door in the upper
corner opposite the hinge side and
A.) 54" above the ﬂoor (ADA) or
B.) 5" down from the top of the door (Non-ADA)
So when the door is in the full open position the button on the slide latch does not
hit the wall/panel.
OUTSWING DOORS: The coat hook should be centered on the inside of the door
and be
A.) 54" above the ﬂoor (ADA) or
B.) 5" down from the top of the door (Non-ADA).
BUMPER (Wall Stop): These are supplied only for out-swing doors and are
installed in the upper top corner about 3" down from the top of the door opposite
the hinge side, so that when the door is fully open the door pull handle does not hit
the wall or partitions.
To secure the coat hook & bumper, drill 1/8" pilot holes 1/2" into the door. Secure
with #10x5/8" one-way screws.
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 11: Vanity Installation
Step 1. Marking Vanity Locations
Measure up the back wall 33" and make a mark, then measure out parallel with the
ﬂoor the distance of the vanity as indicated on your shop drawings and make a chalk
line, this will be where the bottom of the vanity top will sit. Indicate on the walls
where the vanity center support(s) and end leg(s) will be. Space the supports evenly,
(do not exceed 36") keep in mind the location of the plumbing ﬁxtures. (See EXP. A)
Step 2. End Supports (only on in-corner and free standing)
Set the end support in place against the wall on the line indicated in the previous
step. Mark around the bottom of the leg for the location of the shoe. See the
separate installation sheet supplied with the shoes to install the shoe at this time.
Attach a 16" angle to the inside back of the support and one to the inside top of
the support, pre-drill the holes with a 5/32" drill bit and secure with 3/4" torx head
screws. (See EXP. B & EXP. C next page). After the brackets are attached to the end
support, insert it into the shoe. Make sure it is level and plumb, and mark the hole
locations from the brackets onto the wall, then remove the support. Drill 5/16" holes
at the hole locations and insert the plastic anchors. Replace the support and fasten
with 1 1/2" torx head screws, fasten shoe with a sex bolt (See EXP. C next page).
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Section 11: Vanity Installation Continued
Step 3. Center Supports
Attach a 16" angle bracket to the back of the support and one to the opposite side
on the top of the support. Secure in same fashion as in step 2, previous page. (See
EXP. C) After the brackets are attached to the support, take the support and center
it on the chalk line on the wall making sure it is level, and the top of the support is
ﬂush with the line for vanity top. Mark the holes for the brackets onto the wall and
secure to the wall in same way as in step 2, previous page. (See EXP. C)
Step 4. Wall Brackets
Between the center support(s), end support(s) and at the side wall, install the 16"
angle brackets ﬂush and level with the chalk line for the bottom of the vanity top,
evenly space throughout (See EXP. E)
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Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments Installation Instructions

Section 11: Vanity Installation Continued
Step 5. Back splash & Side splash
Install the back splash & side splash(es) to the vanity top. Clamp or hold the back
splash to the back edge of the vanity top. From the bottom pre-drill 5/32" holes 2"
deep through the vanity top and into the back splash, space holes approximately
10" apart. Drill a 5/16" countersink 1/8" deep. Secure the back splash to the top
using 2 1/2" torx head screws. Install side splashes same as back splash. (EXP. F)
Step 6. Vanity Top
After the back splash and side splash are installed, position the top onto the support
and angle brackets. Make sure that it is tight against the back wall. From underneath,
drill 5/32" pilot holes through the brackets up 1/2" deep into the vanity top and
fasten with the 3/4" torx head screws.
Step 7. Skirts
Attach to the back of the skirt the 16" angle brackets approximately the same
distance as the ones on the back wall. Drill 5/32" pilot holes 1/2" deep into the
skirt and attach with 3/4" torx head screws. Place the skirt into position against the
supports and up to the vanity top and drill 5/32" pilot holes from the brackets 1/2"
deep into the top. Fasten with 3/4" torx head screws. Use the small 2" x 2" angle
brackets to attach the skirt to the supports. (EXP. G)
Step 8. Kickplates
Attach to the supports by drilling 5/32" pilot holes 2" deep through the front of the
kickplate into the supports. Fasten with the 2 1/2" torx head screws.
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Section 12: Locker Bench Installation
Step 1. Pedestal to Bench
Using the bottom side of the bench, indicate the centerline along the length of
the bench. Along the centerline mark 12" in from each end of the bench. Then
divide the distance between these two marks equally. (Never exceed 36" between
pedestals). These marks will indicate the centerline locations of the pedestals. Set the
pedestals in place and pre-drill the holes with a 1/8" bit 1/2" deep into the bench
and secure with torx head screws. (See EXP. A)
Steel Pedestals—3/4" torx head screws
Plastic Pedestals—1 3/4" torx head screws
Aluminum Pedestals—1 3/4" torx head screws
Step 2. Pedestal to ﬂoor
Set the bench with pedestals attached in place on the ﬂoor. Mark the ﬂoor where the
pedestal holes are located. Remove the bench and drill 1/2" holes at these locations
and insert the lead anchors. Replace the bench and secure to the ﬂoor with the 2"
st/st machine bolts supplied. (See EXP. B)
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